BerlinskiBeat
Roaring Twenties & Sound of the Streets in Berlin: That's Berlinski Beat.
Seven musicians from Berlin with roots in four different countries.
The Streets of Berlin are international; Berlinski Beat renew the Roaring
Twenties alike with an international flair: Berlin classics with danceable rhythms,
Balkan Beats and Mariachi music. No matter if you go out clubbing or just take a walk through the Streets
of Berlin: Berlinski Beat let you experience the feeling of bygone Twenties.
During Live Performance the seven multifarious characters in fashionable black and turquoise excite the
audience with multicultural charm, a heady show and outstanding instruments: staged percussions, a
commanding horn section and actually bagpipes and shawns become modern Indie Pop-instruments as
unique eyecatcher.
The new album: Fräulein könn’ Sie linksrum tanzen
‚Miss, are you able to dance to the left?’ – This ambiguous question is taken from one of the classic street
songs of Berlin and is best placed to name the new record (Release: 08/26/16). On the one hand they
change well-known classics of Berlin, called 'Gassenhauer', in modern Partysongs, on the other hand you
will find actual subjects, e.g. to perform spontaneous in the subways or to live in a constrouction trailer, in
spirit of artists and philosophers of the Old Berlin with an impressive charme in music. Like this
BerlinskiBeat is bridging the gap of Berlin Dance-music in past and present: decadénce and nowadays at
one stroke. BerlinskiBeat is provided at this record by two music acts: One of the most famous German
Rock-musicians: Rodrigo González of the band ‚Die Ärzte’ plays the guitar for one song and the Mexican
superstars ‚Paneton Roccoco’ contribute their passion and sound to another hit.
The producer: Moses Schneider
With Tocotronic, the Beatsteaks and Seeed achieves Moses Schneider his greatest successes. Today he is
one of the most prestigious producers of Germany. He also is well-known as inspiration and equipment
consultant of the New Yorker Gordon Raphael, producer of the Strokes. All the more we are proud to win
him over to produce the new album of Berlinski Beat. For more informations: www.mosesschneider.com

